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662 COMMUNITY,

things being restricted to such and such forms. These various

kinds of bodies too are not found to be common to more than

one class. of objects ; in fact each of them is restricted to one

set of objects only; thus then, though every Community is

capable of being connected with all such bodies as are its

objectives, whenever and wherever such bodies might be

produced,—yet it can inhere only in such an object as it

bap pens to be endowed with the body manifesting that

Com oiunity. In the same manner the scope of the Community

would be limited by reason of the particular nature of the causes

tending to produce that particular shaped body
;
for instance,

such is the nature of the yarns, that in a thing produced out

of these only the Community of
*

cloth
?

can inhere
;
and such

is the character of the lump of clay that the generality of the
t Jar ' can inhere only in objects produced cut of them.

Some people hold the following view :=— The Community

being absolutely inactive, could never move from one plac e to

another, and thereby become connected with different objects
;

hence in the case of an object that did not exist before, when

it is brought into existence, the Community could not come to

inhere in ft
;
and yet as a matter of fact we find that when-

ever and wherever the individual object is produced the

Community is always present in it; and this leads us to conclude

that all Communities exist everywhere (are omnipresent or all-

pervading)/*

Wjth a view to refute this view, the Author adds,—As
Communities do not exist either in conjunction Sc, The*

‘interval
?

here spoken of may be either (!) Akdca, or (2) the

substance Space, or (3) Air nob ia motion, or (4) absence of ,

corporeal substance; and in any of these the Communities do not

exist either by conjunction or by inherence
;
nor is there any

evidence for believing that they exist without any sort of

relationship
;

consequently it is said that they do not exist

in the ‘intervals’
;
and yet thay become connected with the
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objects that happen to be brought into existence at these

intervals,— this being due to the peculiar force of the causes.

Conjunction comes about only when one object comes, from

another place, and into contact with the other thing
;
or a

thing remaining in its place could have conjunction with

another thing that would move up to It, Inherence however

is of a different character; and hence wherever the requisite

causes are set going tow ards the producing of the object, there

in that object we have the inherence of the Community which

does not come from ary?where else, and yet which had no existence

at that point of space before the appearance of the object
;
and

this peculiarity we cannot take objection to; as we cannot

object to the nature of things as they exist.

The Bauddhas hold that there is no such thing as

‘ Community *;as we are never actually cognisant of anything as

mherdog in a number of individuals, in the manner of Lhe

thread passing through all the beads strung on it/

But this is not right
;
because as a matter of fact we are

cognisant of something that exist in all individual cows* and

serves to distinguish them from all other animals, sucli as the

horse and. the like. If there were no such common character

possessed by all the various kinds of cows, then one individual

cow would be cognised to be as different from another individual

cow, as it would be from an individual horse ; or conversely*

the cow and the horse would be regarded to be as like each

other, as two individual cows
;
as there would be no difference

in the two cases. As a matter of fact however, we find that

all individual cows arc perceived to be alike
;
and this dis-

tinctly points to a certain factor which is present in all cows,

and is not present in horses and other animals
; specially as

this factor is found to sen e one and the s:irne useful purpose

(that of diffcientiaiiiig the cow from other animals), and as

it bus one and the same cause (in all cases).
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Ib might be argued that the unity Is that of the iudivld-wat

cows, But bids is not possible
;
a£ if there were no

there eould be no umiy either among the Individuals* or of

the causes of these Individuals
;

as ail these are distinct from

one another. Tbeti again
r
if the unity were to be due to the

mere unity of the cause, then there would be no sort of unity

in the case of those individuals that have diverse causes. As

a matter of fact however, we hud. that there are different causes

for things of the same kind
;

for instance, ftre is produced from

such diverse sources as the rubbing, together of two pieces o f

wood, electricity, the rays of the sun falling on the S&ryakdnta

gem and so fojth F So also if unity of many things were due to

the fact of their producing the same effect, then such unity would

have to be admitted in the case of totally different objects
;

for instance milk is found to be produced from the cow, as

from the buffalo
;
and thus the cow would be the same as the

buffalo
;
and the u.on -.milch cow would not be a cow at all 1

Then again, if there were do Community, what would

be the object of denotation by a word ? The * specefic imlivi-

duality" of any thing could not be such an object
;
as having

a momentary existence and being excluded form all things, it

could never form the object of any verbal convention (on which

the denotations of words chiefly depend). Nor could the

vikalpa, or * determinate concrete qualifu; dion of a thing
1

,
be

the object of denotation
;
us this also has only a momentary

existence, and is nut Common to any number of things. It

ml gift be argued Unit “tin* dr notation of the word would be

of the form of the ‘ concrete qualificatiaft.” But in that case,

is the ' form of the concrete qualification
3

something different

from that
6

qualification *, or is it non -different from it ? If it

is different, then is it common to all snch qualifications i or is

different with each qualification ? If it is common to all, then

it does nqt differ from wh

£

1 1 we call ‘ Com muni ty
3

ami fch e

only slight difference that there is between you and ourselves

|
is that you regard this - Community 3

to belong to the cognition,
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while wa attribute U to the object, on account of its being

cognised as something outside of ourselves. If then, this form

be regarded as distinct from the 1

qualification ,
and changing with

each cognition,—or even if it were non-differenfc from the

cognition,—in either case, It would not be capable of any verbal

relationship ;
as like cognition it would never form th.e object of

any verbal convention.

It might be urged that, ** what the * concrete qualification
1

doei is to indirectly impose its own external form on the cogni-

tion, and thus make it also concrete
; as it is only thus that the

cognition could come into existence, and this externality

of form would form the basis of the verbal relationship.

But in that case, the form of the concrete qualification

externally imposed, having its character dependent upon a

single thing (viz the qualification itself), would be destroyed as

soon as it would be produced on the production of the * con-

crete qualification and thus being cognised as undergoing des-

truction, it would be different with each £ concrete quali-

fication
f

;
and we have already shown that there can be

no verbal convention with regard to any such thing as would

differ with each individual

Objection: “The ‘concrete qualification’ of the cow

M imposes its appearance externally
;
and the appearance imposed

§i by another * concrete qualification would be similar to that

fi imposed by the former. The concrete qualifications top are com-

v prehensive of their own forms only
;
and as such they could

a never lead to the apprehension of the difference among the forms

« imposed by themselves ;
as the apprehension of difference

u depends upon the apprehension of both the members (between

*< whom the difference exists). Hence as this difference is not

« apprehended, we come to look upon the forms imposed by the

«* concrete qualifications to be all one only ;
and thus speak of

« there being a single objective for all these qualiffoatioos, It is

41 $hi| objective that constitutes the ' Samanya * or * community fo
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“ and .this community is negative in its character, being

“ devoid of any absolute difference from the externally imposed

“forms of the ‘ concrete qualifications ;
and combining with

“ the four other factors—of (1) the ‘ specific individuality- , (2) the

“ cognition, (3) the form of the cognition, and (4) the imposed

“.form., comes to-be spoken of as ‘ ardkctpancamalcara (with a

“ four-and-a half- fold form) ;and having externality imposed upon-

it, ‘it becomes. expressible by words-, and thereby comes to be the

"objective of the verbal relation. And it is the cognition of this.

“ that constitutes the cognition of the ‘ specific individuality ;

“ and the form in which the community is imposed is that

“of that individuality, This 'community’ again has the character

« of the preclusion of all other things ;
it has both positive and

“ negative forms, as is proved by such assertions as ' the cow is,

the cow is not and so with all other things
;
if the commuui-

" ty expressed by the word - cow’ were only in the positive form,

" then we could not have the assertion ‘ the cow is ’
;
as such

“ an assertion would be tautological (the idea of
1

is ’ being con-

«• tained in the word ‘cow 1

itself)

;

nor could we have the

“ assertion * the cow is not ’

;
as this would be a contradiction in

i

“terms (no negation being compatible with positive charac-

j

“ ter) ;
similarly, if it had a purely negative form, the asser-

lt
tio'n “the coiv is not’ would be tautological, and that the

‘"cow is ’ would be a contradiction in terms ;
as has

J

“ been declared in the following words

'

We cannot say that

l " the jfar exists, as the jar is a real entity; nor can we say the

[
“'jar does not exist, as there is contradiction between existence

I “ and non-exsistenai’

,

It is for this reason that even distinct

“individuals appear as one.

J
“ This

1

‘ community ’ is the objective of all ‘ concrete quali-

I “fications '

;
and the singleness of this leads to the singleness of

I “ these qualifications
;
and the singleness of these latter leads

1 “ to the 1 singleness also of their origin in the shape of the

\ “'abstract Unqualified cognitions that we have with regard to

1 “ each individual object
;
and this leads to the singleness of the

<
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“origin of these abstract notions,—namely, the objects them-
_

"selves. This has been, thus declared
'‘The cognition being

:

“ the cause, a single idea' cannot he diverse ;
and as the cause ;

“of a single cognition the individualities must he one”.

To the above wo make the following reply ; The above

reasoning is riot sound ;
as it woufd seem that the Baud dims

give the name ‘ eomrmmjty ’ to the unity that is imposed by
;

reason of ' the no n-ap prehension of the difference 'among the

forms.of the ‘.concrete qualifications,’—-this non-apprehension

being inferred from the fact of' no other alternative being found

to be possible. And on this point we have the following

observations to make Does the 1 imposition of non-difference
’

consist in the non-apprehension of difference among the forms ?

or does it consist in the apprehension of non -difference ? The

former could not he the case
;
as in that case the imposition

of difference too would be as likely
;

that is to gay, just as the

differences among the forms of the concrete qualifications are
,

not apprehended, so also is non-difference not apprehended
; ,

and hence just as nondifference is imposed by reason of the
,

nomappehension of difference,—so. in the same mao tier, wpulq

difference be imposed by the non-apprehension of non-di fife re tree
;

and thence there could be no usage based upon non-difference.

Nor is the second alternative quite reasonable— viz : that the

imposition of non-difference consists in the apprehension of
;

aon-di Serened. Because it is only when the ‘existence of the
j

soul is admitted that a single perceiver can apprehend both
;

difference and non-difference;, when however, the existence of
'

the soul is denied (as it is by the Bauddha), there cun be no
j

one observer of many things
;
speceally as. the concrete quali-

fications ’ are each restricted bo their own individual forms.
|

Even though there be astngle observer ofmany things,—yet unless •

there be any ground for singleness, there can be no apprehen-

sion of nob-difference among different things. In fact, even ;

reading * ahh(iv&d£k5
’

does not aSord any meaning
,
hence the transla-

tion adopts the, reading
t

titiilizyMdt'
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if there were such art apprehension; it would ba possible also

in the case of such different forms aS those of the cow, the

horse and the buffalo
j

as there would be no difference in the

character of the differences in the two cases.

page 320.] Objecti&n :
" In the case of the forms of the

cows, we have such a ground for singleness in the form of the

preclusion of non-cows/'

Reply

:

What are the * non-cows * the preclusion whereof

imposes singleness on the form of cows ? It might bo urged

that those animals that are not cows are the * non-cows.’ But

then, the question would arise—what are the eow3 that are not

* non-cows * ? And thus it would be necessary to determine the

forms of the cow, the preclusion whereof would determine

the form of the non-com
;
and conversely it would he necessary

to determine the form of the non-cow, the- preclusion whereof

would determine the form of the coiv

;

and thus the ignorance

of one would imply the ignorance of both. As has been thus

declared by the great teacher (Kumarila) :
‘ It would only be

‘

the well-known cow that could be precluded
;
and as this

preclusion would be in the form of the negativing of the cow,

it becomes necessary to say what this cow is that is negatived ;

until the cow is known, there can be no non-cow \ and when

there is no non-cow,whence could there bo the cow 1 (Qloka-

varfifot—Chapter on 1 Apo!ia ),

It might be urged that what constitutes the denotation of

the word is the Apoha or negation of the contrary. To this we

make the following reply : what is this ‘ apoha ’
? Is the ‘ apoha/

‘the negation of the non-cow’ a positive entity, or a negative one ?

If the former, then, is this positive entity of the same character

as the individual cow,? or is it in the form of the individual

sen-eow,? If the former, then it becomes something specific

(as pertaining to a definite individual) and not generic (pertain-

—

V

'
1 r

.

,u

FRAgASTAP&DA BHAsHYA-CHAP VII., ftgg

iag to all individuals
;
aod we have already shown that no

verbal process catlap ply to any each specific entity, If how-

ever, it be held to be oFthe nature’of the iudividual'non-cow,

then too the same objections would apply
;
and over and

above these there would be the further objection that the cow

in that case would cease to form the denotation of the word' cow'*

If then the 4 Apoha
1

be regarded as a positive entity apart from

the particular individuals,^ nd pertaintug to ail of these,—then

the difference io our views would he only verbal (as in this case

what you call
1 apoha 1 we call 4 Samanya

Further, if Apoha be regarded as a negative entity, consisting

as it does, of negation or preclusion,—then {being a negative

entity) it could never be apprehended by a direct positive sen-

suous cognition
;
as it is only that which produces a cognition

that can have the apprehensible or cogmsable character
;
and a

negative entity is, j^y its very nature, wholly devoid of the pro-

ductiveness of any effect And when a thing is not cognised by

Sense-perception, there can be no cognition of a verbal conven-

tion with regard to it
;
and thus no verbal process could apply

to a negative entity. When a negative entity is cognised by

means of a word, the person hearing the word could not, by

its means, be moved to any activity towards a positive object

;

for the simple reason that the negative is wholly different from

the positive entity* and the two are devoid of all reationship

between^themselves.

Objection :
u The verbal process applying to the 4 specific

individuality * must he regarded as due to non-discrimination

or ignorance; snice the individuality is cognised in the negative

form ; that is to say, the cognition of the cogniser is mistaken,

being due to their unifying the perceptible and the imaginary,

and then attributing a character to a thing to which it does not

belong.*”

*Tbig sentence i& rather obscure
;
aud appsara to be a quotation from an dd

Bauddha work.
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It might be urged that what constitutes the denotation of

the word is the Apoha or negation of the contrary. To this we

make the following reply : what is this ‘ apoha ’
? Is the ‘ apoha/

‘the negation of the non-cow’ a positive entity, or a negative one ?

If the former, then, is this positive entity of the same character

as the individual cow,? or is it in the form of the individual

sen-eow,? If the former, then it becomes something specific

(as pertaining to a definite individual) and not generic (pertain-
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iag to all individuals
;
aod we have already shown that no

verbal process catlap ply to any each specific entity, If how-

ever, it be held to be oFthe nature’of the iudividual'non-cow,

then too the same objections would apply
;
and over and

above these there would be the further objection that the cow

in that case would cease to form the denotation of the word' cow'*

If then the 4 Apoha
1

be regarded as a positive entity apart from

the particular individuals,^ nd pertaintug to ail of these,—then

the difference io our views would he only verbal (as in this case

what you call
1 apoha 1 we call 4 Samanya

Further, if Apoha be regarded as a negative entity, consisting

as it does, of negation or preclusion,—then {being a negative

entity) it could never be apprehended by a direct positive sen-

suous cognition
;
as it is only that which produces a cognition

that can have the apprehensible or cogmsable character
;
and a

negative entity is, j^y its very nature, wholly devoid of the pro-

ductiveness of any effect And when a thing is not cognised by

Sense-perception, there can be no cognition of a verbal conven-

tion with regard to it
;
and thus no verbal process could apply

to a negative entity. When a negative entity is cognised by

means of a word, the person hearing the word could not, by

its means, be moved to any activity towards a positive object

;

for the simple reason that the negative is wholly different from

the positive entity* and the two are devoid of all reationship

between^themselves.

Objection :
u The verbal process applying to the 4 specific

individuality * must he regarded as due to non-discrimination

or ignorance; snice the individuality is cognised in the negative

form ; that is to say, the cognition of the cogniser is mistaken,

being due to their unifying the perceptible and the imaginary,

and then attributing a character to a thing to which it does not

belong.*”

*Tbig sentence i& rather obscure
;
aud appsara to be a quotation from an dd

Bauddha work.
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• COMMUNITY.

Reply

:

This is not right
;
that which is hot cognised can-

not have imposed on it any thing as identical with

itself, in the form of a negative entity. As a matter of fact,

the person hearing the word uttered has at that time no

cognition of the object signified
;

as the word (according to

you) pertains to something wholly different
;
and there is no

other means available for cognising it
;
and yet we find the

word giving rise to an activity on the part of the hearer, to-

wards a positive object. And hence we cannot regard a

negation to be the denotation of a word.

Nor have we any other ground for singleness (of the forms

of individual cows). If all positive entities were to be mere

negations of one another, and appearing as a new object at

every moment, then no such entity could be cognised by means of

any word ;
and that which is not directly cognised cannot form

the object of avoidance or acceptance, as its sapablities would be

absolutely unknown. And yet as a matter of fact, we do find

usage based upon words
;
and so have we also the activity of all

living beings in the world tending towards the obtaining of the

desirable and the avoiding of the undesirable, and preceding

from direct sensuous perception. And it is this usage that

establishes the existence of a community common among many

individuals; and it is to these communities that we find

the denotations of words to pertain
;
and when a man knows of

the capabilities of a certain claws, and he co tries J to know that

such and such a thing belongs to that class, ha .acts towards

the obtaining of that object, even though he may never have

perceived the particular object before.

Thus then the comprehensive cognition pertaining to distinct

Individuals serves as the basis for Community
;
and if this were

a mere negation, then the whole activity of the world would be

impossible.

PARCASTAPaDA ehAshya—chap. VIII, 67]

CHAPTER VIII.

On Viceshcs.

. Text (156) : Individualities are the ultimate ( i. e., final)

specificatives or differentiatives of their subs-

trates. They reside in suck beg inninglesa and

indestructible eternal substances, as the Atoms,

Ak&ca, Time, Space, Soul and Mind,—inhering

in their entirety in each, ofi these, and serving

as the basis of absolute differentiation or

specific ition. Just as we have with regard

to the Ball as distinguished from the Horse,

certain distil, cl cognitions—such f. i. as, (1)

that it is a ‘ bull,’ which is a cognition based

. upon its having the shape ofother bulls, (%)that it

' is 'white,' which is based upon a quality, (3) that

it is ‘ runing swiftly’ , which is based upon action

(4) that it has a 'fat hump,’ which is based

upon ‘constituent parts’ a?id (5) that it carries

a ‘ large bell’, vjhich is based upon conjunction ;

so have the Yog is, vjho are possessed of powers

that tve do not possess, distinct cog nitions based

upon similar shapes, similar qualities and

similar actions—with regard to the eternal

atoms, the liberated souls and minds
;
and as

in this case no other cause is possible, those causes

by reason whereof they have such distinct cogni-

tions,—as that 'tkis is a peculiar substance

’

1 that a peculiar soul,’ and so forth,—and which

also lead to the recognition of one atom as being

the same that was perceived at a different time

and place,—are what we call the ‘ ultimate

Individualities.’

Page 322 ] Objection : “ What would be the harm if

even in the absence of such 1 Individualities,’

Yogis could have, by the help of merits born of


